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retiring to. 0 only PHP 5. If you have some free time on your hands, then you can have fun
with our selection of rebus-type word puzzles. WhAkY wOrDiEs. The object of this game is
to determine a familiar phrase, saying or word from each set of letters and symbols. (e.g. #1.
shows 'A House Divided' ) Can you figure out the familiar word, phrase, or saying
represented by each arrangement of letters and/or symbols in each of the following
puzzles?. Wacky Wordies: Puzzles, Solutions, and Worksheets. Good news for readers.
Players can truly benefit from playing games such as wacky wordies and many others.
Word Plexer Puzzle. Word plexers are word-based puzzles that describe a word or phrase
without actually spelling it out. For example, KCART would be backtrack since. Hoagies'
TEENs & Teens Page: Brain Teasers and Puzzlers - links for gifted TEENs and teens. This
word game is also known by many other names, such as Netbats, Plexers, Wordies,
Brainbats, Brain Teasers, Frame Games, Punzzels, and Rebus Puzzles..
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Word Plexer Puzzle. Word plexers are word-based puzzles that describe a word or phrase
without actually spelling it out. For example, KCART would be backtrack since. Wackie
Wordies #57 (GAMES JUL/AUG 1979) Home; Meet Mr. P; What's New; Quotes; Puzzles &
Games; Wackie Wordies Menu; Wackie Wordies from GAMES Can you figure out the
familiar word, phrase, or saying represented by each arrangement of letters and/or symbols
in each of the following puzzles?. If you have some free time on your hands, then you can
have fun with our selection of rebus-type word puzzles. Want to help support the site and
remove the ads? Become a patron via patreon. This word game is also known by many
other names, such as Netbats, Plexers, Wordies, Brainbats, Brain Teasers, Frame Games,
Punzzels, and Rebus Puzzles.
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you figure out the familiar word, phrase, or saying represented by each arrangement of
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many other names, such as Netbats, Plexers, Wordies, Brainbats, Brain Teasers, Frame
Games, Punzzels, and Rebus Puzzles. WhAkY wOrDiEs. The object of this game is to
determine a familiar phrase, saying or word from each set of letters and symbols. (e.g. #1.
shows 'A House Divided' )
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